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Abstract

A reactor trip occurred on July 5, 1985, at 1135 hours. The Plant was at 12% power
r ducing load to repair "A" Feedwater Regulating Valve.

A Steam Flow greater than Feed Flow (SF > FF) signal was generated by a steam flow
spike caused by removing the Moisture Separator Reheaters (MSR) from service and a
malfunction in a MSR shutoff valve. Concurrently, a "C" Steam Generator (SC) low level
signal was received due to partial blockage of the reference leg for SC level
trcnsmitter (LT) 494 and the SC pressure decrease which occurred when steam flow
increased. The low SC level signal coincident with the SF > FF signal resulted in the
racctor trip.

The control voltage transformer for the IB MSR shutoff valve was replaced. LT-494 was
repaired by blowing down its sensing lines. A revision to CP-006, " Normal Plant
Shutdown From Power Operation to Hot Shutdown," to improve the steps involved with
rcmoving the MSRs from service will be made by October 4, 1985.
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Text

On July 5, 1985, the Plant was operating at 12% reactor power, reducing load to
spproximately 10% for maintenance on "A" Feedwater Regulating Valve. At 1135 hours,
the reactor tripped due to "C" Steam Generator (SG) " Steam Flow greater than Feed Flow
(SF > FF) coincident with a low SG 1evel" signal.

At the time of the trip, the operators were taking the turbine Moisture Separator
Rcheaters (MSRs) out of service by securing steam flow to the reheat section of the
HSRs. All four air operated MSR timer valves had been shut earlier during the power
reduction. More positive isolation of the MSRs was desired, so the MSR purge valves
and the motor operated MSR shut-off valves were closed. The shut-off valves are

|

,
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located upstream of and in series with the timer valves. The purge valves bypass the I

shut-off and timer valves providing initial warm-up steam to the MSRs. The IB MSR |

shut-off valve, which was open, could not be operat,ed from the control room due to a
problem with the valve actuator. All four MSR shut-off valves are controlled with the

| stme switch on the Reactor Turbine Generator Board. The control circuit for the MSR
timer valves is designed such that when any of the MSR shut-off valves leave the open,

| position, the four timer valves reopen. This prevents isolating a section of piping
' with no pressure relieving capability. This design feature has caused steam flow to

increase in the past when the shut-off valves were closed because there is a short
? period of time when both the shut-off and timer valves are partially open. At the time

of the trip, this increase in steam flow was greater than usual since the IS MSR shut-!

| off valve was failed open. This steam flow increase caused the "C" SG SF,> FF
!

signal. Concurrent with this signal, a "C" SC low level signal was received, and the
reactor tripped due to SF > FF coincident with low SG 1evel" for "C" SG.

A review of the post trip data from the Plant computer indicated that "C" SG narrow
range level transmitter LT-494 had operated erratically when compared to the other
eight narrow range SG level channels. (There are three narrow range level channels for
each of three SGs.) LT-494 was blown down to check for obstructions in the reference
and variable legs for the transmitter. A buildup of corrosion products was found.
Therefore, the "C" SC low level signal has been attributed to partial blockage in the
LT-494 reference leg preventing reference leg pressure from equalizing quickly with "C"
SG pressure when SG pressure decreased as steam flow increased. This caused a higher
differential pressure to momentarily exist across LT-494 which resulted in a lower than
actual level signal to momentarily exist and caused the "C" SC low level signal from

| LT-494. This phenomenon involving LT-494 was not observed earlier because the steam
generator pressure transients were much slower, which allowed LT-494 reference leg
pressure to remain equalized with "C" SG pressure.

Maintenance was not performed on the remaining SG 1evel transmitters because a review
of the post trip data from the Plant computer indicated that they had operated
properly.

The problem with the IB MSR shut-off valve actuator was subsequently traced to the
failure of its control voltage transformer. This transformer has been replaced.

In addition, GP-006, " Normal Plant Shutdown From Power Operation to Hot Shutdown," will
be revised to improve the steps involved with removing the MSRs from service. This
revision will be completed by October 4, 1985.
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

H. B. ROBINSON STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT No. 2
| DOCKET NO. 50-261

LICENSE NO. L'PR-23
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 85-015

| Dear Sir:

| In accordance with 10CFR50.73, Licensee Event Report, the enclosed Licensee
; Event Report is submitted. This report fulfills the requirements for a
! written report within (30) days of a reportable event and is in accordance

with the format set forth in NUREC-1022, September, 1983.

Very truly yours,

i -/ - g//
'

; R/ E. Morgan
; General Manager

;

l H. B. Robinson S. E. Plant
|
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Enclosure. <

cc: INPO
J. N. Grace

|[ H. E. P. Krug |
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